Discover the Savès
(Samatan, Montamat,
Tournan, Montadet)
44 km

201
778
Difficult red course

Starting point : At the outdoor leisure centre in Samatan
Car park : Outdoor leisure centre

Elevation: 291 m

Duration : 1 hour and 35 minutes

Altitude: 313 m
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Starting point from Samatan’s outdoor leisure
centre, take the direction of Lombez, at the
traffic lights turn right Continue straight for 1.2
km. Turn right and follow the road for 2.5 km.
Then take a right. Continue for 1.4 km. At the
give way, turn left. Continue for 2.3 km,
crossing the village of Montamat. At the give
way, take direction Gaujac on the D223.
Follow this road for 3.6 km crossing the
village of Gaujac until the intersection with
the D234. At the give way, turn right on the
D234 towards Simorre. Continue on the D234
for 7.8 km.
At the give way, turn left on the D129 and
take direction Tournan. Continue for 7.5 km
through the village of Tournan until you
reach the D632.
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Take a right on the D632 towards L'Isle en
Dodon then take the first road on the left to
join the D129 towards Boissède. Continue
straight on for 1.6 km. At the roundabout
turn left towards Cadeillan. Continue for 2.5
km through the village of Cadeillan. At the
crossroads with the wrought iron cross,
turn right. Continue for 3.7 km through the
village Espaon on the D265 to the junction
with the D202.
At the give way, turn left on the D202 towards
Montadet. Continue for 6.2 km to join the D626
at Lombez.Continue on the D626 for 750m. At
the give way, turn left towards town-centre.
Then take the direction of Samatan and the
outdoor leisure centre.
.
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